Mitochondria, melatonin, and neuroinflammation in Parkinson's disease
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Clocks not winding down: unravelling circadian networks

Neuroinflammation: iNOS
Excitotoxicity: nNOS
Oxidative stress

MAIN QUESTIONS:

iNOS/nNOS participate in the mitochondrial impairment during PD?

Could melatonin counteract the respiratory failure in PD?

López A et al. Plos One 2017; doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183090
STUDIES ON iNOS- and nNOS-DEFICIENT MICE

López A et al. Plos One 2017; doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183090
Mitochondrial oxygen consumption decreased sharply after MPTP administration in SN and ST of all strains, independently of the presence or absence of iNOS/nNOS. The effect of MPTP was prevented by melatonin treatment. The effects are mainly observed in CI+CII.

López A et al. Plos One 2017; doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183090
Therefore, neuroinflammation and mitochondrial dysregulation seem to act in parallel in the MPTP model of PD.

Melatonin counteract the effects of MPTP, restoring mitochondria and reducing neuroinflammation

López A et al. Plos One 2017; doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183090
MAIN QUESTIONS:

Mitochondrial respiration *in vivo* behaves as in isolated mitochondria? Could melatonin counteract the respiratory failure in PD? Could melatonin recover from mitochondria failure?
aMT PREVENTS MITOCHONDRIAL BIOENERGETIC DISFUNCTION

Diaz-Casado E et al. Zebrafish 2018; doi:10.1089/zeb.2017.1479
**A** Basal respiration OCR (pmol/min/mg protein) with MPTP and aMT.

**B** ETS capacity OCR (pmol/min/mg protein) with MPTP and aMT.

**C** Protein leak (%) with MPTP and aMT.

**D** LE ratio with MPTP and aMT.

**E** ATP turnover (%) with MPTP and aMT.

**F** OCR (pmoles/min) with MPTP and aMT treatments.

**RECOVERS MIOTOCNDRIAL BIOENERGETIC FUNCTION**

Diaz-Casado E et al. Zebrafish 2018; doi:10.1089/zeb.2017.1479
aMT RECOVERS MOTOR PERFORMANCE

(A) Total distance (cm) vs. Control, MPTP, +aMT 5 days, +aMT 2 days

(B) Speed (cm/s) vs. Control, MPTP, +aMT 5 days, +aMT 2 days

(C) arena activity plots for Control, MPTP, +aMT 5 days, +aMT 2 days

Diaz-Casado E et al. Zebrafish 2018; doi:10.1089/zeb.2017.1479
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